Introduction
============

Interactions between light and matter can be divided into two categories: inelastic and elastic^[@bib1]^. An inelastic interaction involves energy transfer between photons and electrons or phonons. In contrast, elastic interactions do not involve energy transfer and are responsible for controlling the propagation of light. Optical components, such as resonant cavities, waveguides, lenses, gratings, and, more recently, optical meta-materials^[@bib2]^ and photonic crystals^[@bib3]^, all rely on strong elastic interactions between light and matter to achieve sophisticated control of the flow of light. Strong elastic interactions rely on significant changes of the amplitude and phase of the light accumulated over a long optical path and, hence, for very thin materials, such as a two-dimensional(2D) graphene sheet, the interaction is generally very small^[@bib4]^. Considerable effort has been devoted to this issue, but success has been only achieved in the mid- to far-infrared where the plasmonic resonance in graphene can enhance the elastic optical response^[@bib5],[@bib6],[@bib7]^. It remains a great challenge to manipulate the flow of light using atomically thin 2D materials in the important visible and near-infrared spectral regions where 2D materials have most interesting optoelectronic properties^[@bib8],[@bib9],[@bib10],[@bib11],[@bib12],[@bib13],[@bib14],[@bib15],[@bib16],[@bib17],[@bib18],[@bib19]^. Rather surprisingly, as we will show later, the strength of the elastic interaction in a thin 2D material increases dramatically with increasing refractive index because of the unique geometry associated with an ultra-thin film. Such favorable scaling makes high-index transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMD) 2D semiconductors^[@bib11],[@bib20],[@bib21],[@bib22]^, such as molybdenum disulfide(MoS~2~), particularly attractive for strong elastic light--matter interactions.

Materials and methods
=====================

Device fabrication and characterization
---------------------------------------

For the phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) measurements, single- and few-layer TMD semiconductors and graphene were deposited onto a SiO~2~/Si substrate (275 nm thermal SiO~2~) by mechanical exfoliation using 3M scotch tape. All Raman and photoluminescence (PL) measurements were conducted with a Horiba Jobin Yvon T64000 micro-Raman/PL system, with a 532 nm Nd:YAG green laser for excitation. All the optical path length (OPL) characterizations were obtained using a Veeco NT9100 phase-shifting interferometer. The atomically thin micro-lens and gratings were fabricated in a FEI Helios 600 NanoLab focused ion beam (FIB) system (Gallium ion source) using pre-calibrated dosage, optimized beam voltage (30 kV) and beam current (9.7 pA). The gratings and micro-lens were characterized using a green laser with a wavelength of 532 nm.

Numerical simulation
--------------------

Rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) was used to calculate the phase delay and grating efficiency. The method numerically solves Maxwell's equations in multiple layers of structured materials by expanding the field in Fourier space. The finite element method was used to calculate the optical scattering cross-section of the nano ribbons.

Results and discussion
======================

Refractive optical components rely on the OPL to modify the phase front of an optical beam. The OPL is directly related to the geometrical length of the light path. As a result, it is normally expected that the OPL of a monolayer of a 2D material would be too small to have a significant impact on the phase front because the layer is so thin. However, here we measured a giant OPL of 38 nm from a single-layer MoS~2~, which is more than 50 times larger than its physical thickness of 0.67 nm and around one order of magnitude larger than the measured OPL of a single-layer graphene that was found to be only 4.4 nm ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

In our experiments, single- or few-layer MoS~2~ flakes were transferred onto a silicon wafer with 275 nm of surface thermal oxide by mechanical exfoliation^[@bib4],[@bib7]^. The flakes were firstly identified by their optical contrast in an optical microscope. Regions with different colors corresponded to MoS~2~ flakes with different thicknesses ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Due to their high refractive index, these atomically thin MoS~2~ layers have significant and layer-dependent OPL values and this enables the layers to be easily identified by phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). PSI is capable of measuring the vertical OPL to an accuracy of around 0.1 nm, by analyzing the digitized interference pattern obtained during a well-controlled phase shift ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The measured OPL value of the MoS~2~ flake on a SiO~2~ substrate at 535 nm was determined by:

where *λ* is the wavelength of the light source, $\phi_{\text{MoS}_{2}}$ and $\phi_{\text{SiO}_{2}}$ are the PSI-measured phase shifts of the light reflected from the MoS~2~ flake and the SiO~2~ substrate ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset), respectively. We characterized multiple samples and obtained statistical values of the OPL for single- and few-layer MoS~2~ samples as shown in [Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. For each number of layers of MoS~2~, at least five different samples were characterized in these statistical measurements. The layer number could be quickly determined by the measured layer-dependent OPL values and the deduced layer number was confirmed by corresponding atomic force microscopy (AFM) images ([Figure 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [1f](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); Raman microscopy ([Supplementary Fig. S3a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); and PL measurements ([Supplementary Fig. S3b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) on the same samples. For comparison, we performed the same characterizations on mechanically exfoliated graphene samples ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The measured average and standard deviation error of the OPL values from 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L MoS~2~ samples were 38.0 ± 2.8 nm, 85.4 ± 2.2 nm, 124.0 ± 6.6 nm, and 162.6 ± 9.0 nm, respectively, while those from 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L graphene samples were 4.4 ± 0.8 nm, 8.2 ± 2.0 nm, 13.0 ± 3.2 nm, and 17.2 ± 3.6 nm, respectively, indicating that MoS~2~ has an OPL per layer approximately an order of magnitude larger than graphene.

This giant OPL is created by relatively strong multiple reflections at the air-MoS~2~ and MoS~2~--SiO~2~ interfaces. We consider a simple interface between air and SiO~2~, each occupying half infinite space. A layer of 2D material with a real refractive index *n* is placed in between the two media. The high impedance mismatch at these interfaces leads to large reflection coefficients, which cause the strong multiple reflections of light in the 2D material([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The amplitude of the reflected light is the summation of the multiple reflections off the interfaces of the thin high index layer*R~i~*, where *i* indicates the number of round trips in the 2D material. As the index increases so does the reflectivity of the interfaces, which increases the effective number of transits of the light through the high index layer and thus the OPL of the reflected light ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We verify this intuition with numerical calculation as shown by the dashed line in [Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The magnitude of OPL difference comparing with and without the 2D material on SiO~2~ ([Supplementary Fig. S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) increases rapidly with increasing *n*. The OPL is low for low-index 2D materials, where the small reflection coefficients cause *R~i~* to be small. This situation in illustrated schematically in [Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Additionally, in the experiment, we used a silicon substrate with a layer of 275 nm thermal SiO~2~ on its surface, which forms a weak Fabry-Perot resonance. As a result of this weak resonant enhancement, the OPL is further enhanced by a factor of around 1.5 as shown by the solid line in [Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} also shows the OPL for a few other materials. The OPL of high-index 2D materials, such as MoS~2~, is remarkably larger than that of SiO~2~, graphene, Au or Si. The wavelength used for these calculations was 535 nm. The refractive indices used for single-layer MoS~2~^[@bib23]^, silicon, graphene^[@bib24]^, SiO~2~, and Au were 4.4 + 0.6*i,* 4.15+0.044*i*, 2.6+1.3*i*, 1.46, and 0.47 + 2.4*i*, respectively. In order to approximate our simulation to the actual condition, for 2L MoS~2~, the refractive index in our simulation is assumed to be 4.4+0.6*i* (the index for 1L MoS~2~); for 3L and higher layer numbers, the refractive index is assumed to be 5.2+1.1*i* (the index for bulk MoS~2~)^[@bib23]^. In addition, it should be noted that the giant OPL is not a narrow band effect. The calculated OPL for 1L MoS~2~ is above 20 nm at the wavelength ranging from 450 nm to 560 nm ([Supplementary Fig. S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The spectral position for highest OPL can be adjusted by changing the thickness of the SiO~2~.

Even more remarkably, the OPL of single-, bi-, triple-, and quadruple-layer MoS~2~ scales almost linearly with the number of layers, offering the exciting opportunity of controlling the OPL using the number of layers of MoS~2~. When the layer thickness increases by 1 nm, the OPL increases by over 50 nm. Such a rapid change of OPL with thickness allows us to control the phase front of an optical beam very effectively using only an atomically thin structure. The theoretical and numerical predictions ([Figure 2d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were well supported by the experimental data as shown in [Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

Next, we demonstrate phase-front engineering by fabricating the world's thinnest lens based on a few atomic layers of MoS~2~ ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We started with a flake of uniform 9L MoS~2~(6.28 nm in thickness, [Supplementary Fig. S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and then used FIB to mill a pre-designed bowl-shaped structure (20 μm in diameter) into the flake ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The gradual change of MoS~2~ thickness, from the center to the edge, led to a continuous and curved OPL profile for an incident beam, and this served as an atomically thin (reflective) concave micro-lens ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the measured OPL profile, the focal length *f* of this MoS~2~ micro-lens was calculated to be --248 μm ([Supplementary Fig. S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In order to realize the precise design for this MoS~2~ micro-lens, we used the statistical calibration curve between the OPL values of MoS~2~ flakes and their layer numbers ([Figure 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). All the OPL values were measured by PSI and the layer numbers were confirmed by AFM. The OPL of MoS~2~ increased almost linearly with increasing the layer number when the layer number was less than five. We noticed the nonlinear response of OPL versus layer number when the layer number is more than five and this could be attributed to the fact that the single path absorption in MoS~2~ layer become more when the layer is thicker. Thus, the amplitude of the light will decrease faster in one round trip. When the amplitude of the light becomes very small after several roundtrips, its contribution to the OPL becomes negligible.

We used a far-field scanning optical microscopy (SOM) to characterize the fabricated MoS~2~ micro-lens ([Supplementary Fig. S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The SOM system used a green laser (at 532 nm) that was focused onto the focal plane of an Olympus 10X (NA = 0.25, depth of focus 18 μm) objective lens. The setup offered the best collection efficiency for light emitted from a small volume located around the focal plane. The micro-lens was moved along the *z*-axis in steps of 10 μm by a piezo-electrically driven stage. The camera recorded a series of the intensity distributions ([Supplementary Fig. S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with the MoS~2~ micro-lens positioned at different *z* values. A three-dimensional data set was generated by data processing and a cross-section profile was obtained along the *x*- and *z*-axes to illustrate the average distribution of the light intensity in these directions ([Figure 3e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). When the MoS~2~ micro-lens was placed at a distance 2\|*f*\| above the focal plane, the focused incident light would be exactly reimaged which is equivalent to the light coming from a point source ([Supplementary Fig. S12d](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, the camera recorded a well-focused light spot. The focal length *f* of the MoS~2~ micro-lens was measured to be --240 μm (2*f*= --480 μm), which matched very well with the simulated value (--248 μm) using the measured OPL profile of the micro-lens. For comparison, we also ran the same characterization by using a planar substrate without the MoS~2~ micro-lens, and obtained the intensity distribution shown in [Figure 3f](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The lensing effect is clearly demonstrated by comparing the difference between [Figure 3e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [3f](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. In addition, the measured focal length of the MoS~2~ micro-lens shows weak polarization dependence ([Supplementary Fig. S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), due to the low anisotropic dielectric response of MoS~2~. This makes MoS~2~ suitable for ultra-thin optical elements.

The efficiency of light scattering is another critical parameter for advanced light manipulation. Devices that employ photonic band gaps^[@bib25]^, Anderson localization^[@bib26]^, and light trapping such as with thin-film solar cells^[@bib27]^all rely heavily on strong light scattering. Unfortunately, in typical 2D materials, such as graphene, the scattering efficiency is very small, making it impossible to rely on collective scattering of nanostructured graphene to achieve functionalities such as gratings. Here, we show that single- and few-layer structured MoS~2~ film have extraordinarily high scattering efficiency, enabled by the combination of high index in a thin structure. The scattering efficiency is determined by the strength of the electric field in the material. Normally, the electric field inside a bulk material, particularly a high-index material is much weaker than that of incident light because of the impedance mismatch. The boundary condition of Maxwell's equations requires the tangential component of the electric field to be continuous across any interface. Because the layer is thin, this condition indicates that the electrical field inside a 2D material is almost as strong as the tangential component of the incident field. As a result, there is a strong polarization *p* = ε~0~ (*n*^2^ -- 1)*E*~0~, where *E*~0~ is the electric field of *s*-polarized incident light, *n* is the index of the material and ε~0~ is the electric permittivity of free space. The scattering power is proportional to the *p*^2^ and, therefore, scales roughly as *n*^2^. This scaling rule greatly favors high-index materials and is again uniquely available in ultra-thin materials. In contrast, for nanoparticles, the scattering power is proportional to , which does not increase appreciably with the refractive index^[@bib28]^.

Here we use the finite element method to explicitly calculate the scattering efficiency of 2D ribbons by solving Maxwell's equations. [Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the calculated scattering cross-section of an infinitely long ribbon (30 nm wide and 0.67 nm thick) in air for *s*-polarized light at normal incidence. The scattering cross-section has units of nanometers because the length of the ribbon is considered infinite. The scattering cross-section increases by orders of magnitude when the index increases by just a few times ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the scattering cross-section of a single-layer MoS~2~ ribbon is around 670 times, 54 times, and 18 times of those in 0.67 nm SiO~2~, a single-layer graphene, and 0.67 nm of gold, respectively. Metal is generally considered as one of the strongest scattering materials and it is important to note that MoS~2~ even displays much stronger light scattering than gold. Moreover, the angular response of the scattering cross-section is also isotropic ([Supplementary Fig. S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Such favorable scaling for high-index materials is uniquely available in ultra-thin materials. The giant scattering efficiency in high-index 2D materials makes it possible to achieve sophisticated light manipulation based on collective scattering by patterns of nanostructures. Next, we experimentally demonstrate efficient optical gratings made from only a few layers of atoms. Because of the giant scattering efficiency, the efficiency of MoS~2~ gratings is orders of magnitude greater than those made from conventional materials, such as SiO~2~ and gold, and other low-index 2D materials.

We used FIB to mill grating patterns on 1L, 2L, 6L, and 8L MoS~2~ flakes ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Grating parameters used in experiments, such as the periodicity and filling ratio, were based on optimal configuration predicted by simulations ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The gratings were characterized using an *s*-polarized green laser (at a wavelength of 532 nm). The laser beam has a diameter of around 200 μm, which was large enough to fully cover the grating. First-order and second-order diffraction beams were observed and the measured diffraction angles agreed with the predictions of the diffraction equation *d*(sin *θ*~d~ + sin *θ*~i~) = *mλ*, where *θ*~d~ and *θ*~i~ are the diffraction angle and incident angle, respectively; *d* is the period of the grating elements; and *m* is an integer characterizing the diffraction order. The power of the first-order diffraction beam was measured and the grating efficiency *η* was determined by *η* = (*P*~d~/*P*~i~) \* (*S*~b~/*S*~g~), where *P*~d~ and *P*~i~ were the measured powers of the diffracted and incident beams, respectively; *S*~b~ and *S*~g~ were the measured areas of the incident beam and the MoS~2~ grating, respectively. The measured grating efficiency is a function of the incident angle, which agrees well with our simulation ([Figure 4g](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum grating efficiencies for the 1L, 2L, 6L, and 8L MoS~2~ gratings were measured to be 0.3%, 0.8%, 4.4%, and 10.1%, respectively, which also agree well with the simulations ([Figure 4h](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For comparison, we also fabricated a grating from a graphene sheet deposited by large-area chemical vapor deposition ([Supplementary Fig. S19a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S19b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The intensity of diffracted beam from the graphene grating was lower than the noise level of our light detection system, and thus had a maximum efficiency no greater than 0.02%. From our simulations, the maximum grating efficiency of mono-layer graphene would be only 0.0078%, which is around 47 times lower than that of a single-layer MoS~2~ grating. As another comparison, a SiO~2~ grating with 2 nm thickness was also fabricated ([Supplementary Fig. S19c](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S19d](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Again no diffracted beam could be observed from the SiO~2~ grating due to the low grating efficiency in accordance with our numerical predictions ([Figure 4h](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The efficiency of the MoS~2~ grating can be further improved by using a metallic mirror to replace the Si substrate. Based on simulations of optimized designs, the first-order grating efficiency of an 8L MoS~2~ grating can be up to 23.7% ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Fig. S20](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S21](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, an asymmetrical profile as used in high-efficiency gratings is expected to further improve the efficiency.

Conclusions
===========

In conclusion, we have shown that high-index 2D materials have extraordinary elastic interactions with light, enabled uniquely by the ultra-thin nature of 2D materials. As a result, wavefront shaping^[@bib29],[@bib30]^ and efficient light scattering can be accomplished with atomically thin 2D materials, enabling a new class of optical components entirely based on high-index 2D materials. Moreover, compared to conventional diffractive optical components, the spatial resolution of phase-front shaping is much smaller than the wavelength, and is only limited by the nano-fabrication resolution, making it possible to eliminate undesired diffraction orders^[@bib30]^ 2D materials also offer many unique advantages. Firstly, the extremely uniform thickness and the prefect surfaces with atomic roughness in layered high-index 2D materials provide us fantastic ways to precisely control the phase front of a wave. Secondly, the unique and large tunability of the refractive index by electric field^[@bib31]^ in layered MoS~2~ will enable various applications in electrically tunable atomically thin optical components, such as micro-lenses with electrically tunable focal lengths, electrical tunable phase shifters with ultra-high accuracy, which cannot be realized by conventional bulk solids. Thirdly, we also observed similar giant OPL in other TMD family YX~2~ (Y=Mo, W; X=S, Se, Te) semiconductors, such as WS~2~ and WSe~2~ ([Supplementary Fig. S22](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The availability of different functional materials offers rich opportunities for the combination of optical and electronic properties, such as stacked atomically thin heterostructures for 2D optoelectronics. Fourthly, high-quality 2D TMD semiconductors can be deposited directly onto (or transferred to) various substrates with large size by chemical vapor deposition at low-cost^[@bib32]^, potentially enabling low-cost flexible optical components. Lastly, quasi-2D optical components represents a significant advantage in manufacturing compared to conventional 3D optical components because different functionalities can all be achieved in a 2D platform sharing the same fabrication processes and this will greatly facilitate the large-scale manufacturing and integration. In summary, our work here opens an exciting opportunity to use high-index 2D materials to control the flow of light.
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![Giant optical path lengths (OPLs) from single- and few-layer MoS~2~. (**a**) Optical microscope image of a mechanically exfoliated MoS~2~ sample on a SiO~2~/Si substrate (275 nm thermal SiO~2~). Different contrasts correspond to MoS~2~ flakes of different thicknesses. The areas labeled as "1L", "2L", "3L,"and "4L" are single-, bi-, triple-, and quadruple-layer MoS~2~, respectively. (**b**) Phase shifting interferometry (PSI) image of the region inside the box indicated by the dashed line in (**a**). (**c**) PSI-measured OPL values versus position for 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L MoS~2~ along the dashed line in (**b**). (**d**) Statistical data of the OPL values from PSI for 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L MoS~2~ and graphene samples. For each layer number of MoS~2~ and graphene, at least five different samples were characterized for the statistical measurements. Inset is the schematic plot showing the PSI-measured phase shifts of the reflected light from the MoS~2~ flake and the SiO~2~ substrate ($\phi_{\text{SiO}_{2}}$). (**e**) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of 1L and 2L MoS~2~ from the box enclosed by the dashed line 1 in (**b**). (**f**) AFM image of 3L and 4L MoS~2~ from box enclosed by the dashed line 2 in (**b**).](lsa201646f1){#fig1}

![High refractive index enabled giant OPL in ultra-thin film. (**a** and **b**) Schematic plots of multiple reflections at the interfaces of ultra-thin 2D materials. High refractive index leads to a large reflection coefficient. Light is reflected many times inside the material and leads to a highly enhanced light path, indicated as (**a**). For low refractive index material, the light path is much less enhanced because of the small reflection coefficient, indicated as (**b**). (**c**) Simulated OPL values for light reflected from 2D material (0.67 nm in thickness) with different indices on a SiO~2~ (275 nm)/Si substrate (solid line) and SiO~2~ substrate with infinite thickness (dashed line). The calculated OPLs of 0.67 nm Au, 0.67 nm SiO~2~, 1L (0.34 nm) graphene, and 1L (0.67 nm) MoS~2~ are represented by markers. (**d**) Simulated OPL values for 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L MoS~2~ and graphene on SiO~2~ (275 nm)/Si substrate, respectively. The wavelength used in the simulations was 535 nm.](lsa201646f2){#fig2}

![Atomically thin micro-lens fabricated from a few layers of MoS~2~. (**a**) PSI image of an atomically thin micro-lens fabricated on a 9L MoS~2~ flake. (**b**) Schematic plot of the micro-lens structure. The bowl-shaped structure of the micro-lens was fabricated by FIB milling with atomic resolution in the vertical direction and sub-20 nm resolution in lateral direction. (**c**) Measured OPL values versus position for the direction indicated by the dashed line in (**a**). (**d**) Measured statistical data of the OPL values for MoS~2~ flakes with different layers ranging from 1L to 11L. For each layer number of MoS~2~, at least five different samples were characterized in the statistical measurements. All the layer numbers were confirmed by AFM. (**e**) Intensity distribution pattern of the MoS~2~ micro-lens measured by scanning optical microscopy (SOM). (**f**) Intensity distribution pattern of the planar reference SiO~2~/Si substrate measured by the same SOM setup.](lsa201646f3){#fig3}

![Atomically thin high-efficiency gratings made from a single- and a few-layers of MoS~2~. (**a**) Simulated scattering cross-section (SCS) versus refractive index for a layer of 0.67 nm thick material. The SCS values of 0.67 nm Au, 0.67 nm SiO~2~, 1L (0.34 nm) graphene, and 1L (0.67 nm) MoS~2~ are represented by markers. The dashed line from equation *y* = 0.000167 *x*^4^ is added as a reference. (**b**) Schematic of the setup of the grating and for measurement of its diffraction efficiency. (**c** and **d**) Optical microscope images of 1L and 2L, and 8L MoS~2~ gratings. (**e**and **f**) AFM images of 1L and 2L, and 8L MoS~2~ gratings. Note: based on the measured grating height, the 1L, 2L, and 8L MoS~2~ were fully etched through and the SiO~2~ substrates underneath were over etched by around 1.5 nm. From our control SiO~2~ grating experiments and from simulations, the grating contribution from this over etched SiO~2~ is negligible. (**g**) Simulated and measured efficiency of an 8L MoS~2~ grating versus incident angle of the light beam. (**h**) The comparison of the simulated and measured maximum grating efficiencies for different materials. The dash line represents the noise level of our light detection system, with the minimum detectable grating efficiency being 0.02%.](lsa201646f4){#fig4}
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